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Logging In 

Upon opening   http://admin.deckmonitoring.com you will be greeted by the login screen for the DECK Moni-
toring Admin Panel. Enter your login credentials supplied to you by DECK Monitoring. (You may also access the 
Admin Panel by clicking “Client Login” from the home page at deckmonitoring.com.)

Global Navigation 

Every page in your Admin Panel has a black stripe across the top of the page, as shown below. You will � nd Global 
Navigation tabs on the right side of this stripe.

Global Navigation tabs provide access to top-level portfolio management tools such as:

• Account Information
• User Management Settings
• Display Management Settings
• Reporting Center (create and edit portfolio-wide reports for export as PDF or spreadsheet)
• Support Resources (installation guides, software user manuals, video tutorials and more)

Global Navigation also provides access to data displays that encompass all systems in your project portfolio:

• Systems View:  Map
• Global Statistics  (classic solar statistics plus 3 sortable � eet management tables)
• Global Analytics  (graphing tool to compare data from multiple systems)
• Global Alarms  (view alarm status for all systems in one page view)
• Global Notes  (create, edit, and review notes for all systems in your portfolio) 

(You may also access Analytics, Alarms, and Notes for individual systems within your portfolio... see System 
Navigation, Section 2 page 21.) 
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Systems View:  Map 

This page shows a list of all systems in your portfolio in the left column, along with a map showing the location 
of your sites in the right panel. 

The list will arrange your systems in alphabetical order. Type the � rst few letters of a site name in the Filter window 
to bring that system to the top of the list.

You can dig into speci� c data displays for any system either by clicking the system name in the left column, or by 
clicking on the pin icon in the map graphic. Both actions take you to the System Details page view for that project 
(for more on System Details page view features, see Section 2, page 17). 

Key to Map Pin Icons

Healthy System Operations
No alarms currently raised at this location

Monthly Performance Alarm Raised
Reporting data for the previous month 
fell outside the user-de� ned acceptable 
performance range.

Alarm State
One or more alarms for this system are 
currently raised. Consult your DECK 
Alarms Center for details.

Deployment In Progress
This system has not yet been deployed. 
Materials have shipped (if applicable), 
but system data is not yet reporting.
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Global Statistics 

For statistics-based overviews of your full portfolio, click on “Global Statistics” in the Global Navigation tabs.  

This drop-down menu includes the classic DECK Solar Statistics page view (“Classic”), along with 3 sortable 
� eet management tables (Actual vs Expected, Performance Ratio, and Status Overview).  

These 4 statistics tables provide powerful � eet management insights for your project portfolio.

“Classic” Solar Statistics o� ers an extensive range of tables, graphs, and other data visualization metrics 
for a comprehensive overview of performance across your entire portfolio.

The other 3 page views available here are the DECK Monitoring Fleet Management Tables. These tables 
(Actual vs Expected, Performance Ratio, and Status Overview) all o� er the ability to � lter using system 
tags. This system allows you to sort your data by grouping systems with matching system “tag” labels. For 
more on � ltering using system tags, see page 8. 
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Global Statistics:  “Classic” Solar Statistics 

The � rst option under Global Statistics is the “Classic” DECK Solar Statistics page view.  You may also access 
Solar Statistics page views for each individual system in your portfolio; see Section 2, page 22).

The global Solar Statistics page view shows all systems in your portfolio arranged in table format. You can 
compare side-by-side statistics for all systems including performance indicators such as Peak kW vs. Installed 
kW, and Actual kW vs. Predicted kW. 

Please note that Classic Solar Statistics does not support � ltering using tags. 

Scrolling down the Solar Statistics page view reveals a series of tables and graphs showing helpful system 
managment metrics such as Portfolio Peak kW vs DC Nameplate Ratings and Seasonal E� ect on Solar Produc-
tion. You can also see portfolio-wide metrics such as Systems with Most Triggered Alarms, Portfolio-wide 
Equivalency Values, and How Many kWh you are Producing for Every installed kW. 
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Global Statistics:  Filtering Using Tags

There are 3 page views in Global Statistics that allow you to sort your table results using tags:

• Actual vs. Expected
• Performance Index
• Status Overview

These 3 tables allow you to � lter the list of systems in each table down to only systems which possess certain 
tags. For instance, you could show only locations that have a certain type of device and are in a speci� c zip 
code. Or you could choose only locations over a certain size threshold, and all developed before 2011. 

The � ltering section will load at the top of each table. As shown below, activating the cursor in the tag window 
triggers a drop-down menu with all existing tags in your portfolio. 

When you select more than one tag, you will have the option to choose to view either systems matching any 
of the selected tags, or systems matching all of the selected tags.

Notes for Fleet Management Tables

• By default, systems will be arranged in these tables by alphabetical order. But you can also sort the 
systems to rank from highest to lowest in any of the column values (just click on the column names at 
the top of the table).

• You can � nd the tag interface for any individual system in your portfolio by going to the System Overview 
page view for that system (see Section 2, page 17). Here you can edit automatically generated system 
tags, or add your own original tag labels.
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Global Statistics:  Actual vs Expected 

The Actual vs. Expected table in Global Statistics displays actual reported generation values alongside 
“expected” generation values for each system in your portfolio. These values are shown for a series of historical 
periods ranging from today and yesterday to calendar year to date and the past 365 days. 

Immediately above your Actual vs Expected table you will � nd the additional � ltering feature “Select a Table 
to View.”  This feature lets you choose between seeing data values as kWh, or calculated as dollars (“$”).

Actual vs. Expected tables do include the Fleet Management � ltering tool (seen below at the top of the image). 

Note that the historical periods in this table include values from � xed time windows, as well as values from 
rolling time windows. So “month to date” columns will show cumulative generation numbers re� ecting the 
number of days passed in the current calendar month, while the “month” column will look at the past 30 days 
(regardless of current progress through calendar month).

Calculating Expected Generation Values 

If you have purchased SolarAnywhere SystemCheck for any of your systems (satellite irradiance data service), 
the modeling calculator in this tool will automatically populate “expected” generation values for that system 
into your Actual vs. Expected table.

If you have not purchased SolarAnywhere SystemCheck, you can manually upload expected generation 
values using one of two methods. 

Systems that do not have expected values in the DECK application will display “NA” instead of an expected 
value. Click on the question mark icon (“?”) next to the “NA” to open the upload shortcut tool seen below:
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Your options here are “enter a baseline” or “upload a CSV.”  Clicking on either option will take you to the 
designated upload interface.

Enter a Baseline

Clicking on “enter a baseline” opens the pop-up window seen below:

This interface allows you to enter unique expected generation values for each month. Note that the baseline 
feature does not support data set granularity beyond monthly values.

If you enter your expected generation values using the baseline interface, note that the DECK application 
will automatically calculate daily and weekly values by evenly dividing your monthly value by the days in 
that calendar month (so, daily value for January would be x/31; daily value for February would be x/28, etc).

Upload a CSV

Clicking on “enter a baseline” navigates the user to the “virtual device” upload interface. Here you can upload 
data sets in .csv spreadsheet format. 

Note that Virtual Device data sets can accommodate data granularity to match your reported values (15 minute 
intervals, typically). However, you may also upload data sets with less granular values (one value per hour, day, 
etc) and the DECK application will automatically calculate appropriate values for daily, weekly, monthly, and 
annual columns in your Actual vs. Expected table.

For a complete explanation of the Virtual Device upload feature, see manual Section 2, page 20.
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Setting Expected Dollar Values

Expected dollar values for your Actual vs. Expected table are calculated utilizing a user-de� ned cost-per-kWh 
value:

• “Actual” dollar values multiply your user-de� ned cost value with actual reported generation values.

• “Expected” dollar values multiply your user-de� ned cost value with the expected generation value seen 
in your kWh Actual vs. Expected table. Note that you must enter both an expected generation baseline 
and a cost-per-kWh value in order to see expected dollar values in your $ Actual vs. Expected table.

Systems that do not have an entered cost-per-kWh value in the DECK application will show the following 
message in your Actual vs. Expected table:

Clicking on the link here navigates the user to the Settings page view for the designated system. Here you 
will � nd the “Cost Allocation” � eld, where you can enter a dollar value per kWh for energy in the local market.

Note that the Cost Allocation upload feature cannot accommodate multiple price points based on time of use.
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Global Statistics:  Performance Index 

Your Performance Index table shows the performance index by month for all systems that have both gen-
eration data and weather data (irradiance and cell temp). System size must be set accurately in order for 
the data to be meaningful.  

Performance Index tables do include the Fleet Management � ltering tool. 

Note that the Performance Index may be considered as an alternative calculation of actual vs expected, but 
this metric accounts for available sunlight because the “expected” value in this case is calculated using irra-
diance and cell temp data from your on-site weather station. You will not see values in this table for systems 
that do not have an on-site weather station with a working irradiance sensor.

Cells of the table are color coded to indicate high and low performance index values, so it’s possible to spot 
at a glance which systems likely need attention. The color scheme spans from primary green (for systems 
with high performance index values) to primary red (for systems with low performance index values).

Performance Index Calculations

In addition to the weather station and generation meter, our Performance Index also utilizes 2 user input 
values that can be changed on the settings page: the DC Nameplate system size, and the “Temperature 
Coe�  cient of Power.”  The calculation can be visualized this way:

Our Performance Index is a way to summarize all of the system ine�  ciencies in a single value.  A perfect 
system with absolutely no losses would have a performance index of 1.0.  After factoring in typical losses 
due to inverter ine�  ciencies, wiring resistance and other imperfections, a new system performing very 
well should yield a performance index near 0.85.

Why does my performance index look inaccurate?  You may see inaccurate Performance Index values, 
such as a ratio of 1.0 or above. The leading cause of inaccurate Performance Index calculations is an error in 
the customer-de� ned system size value for your site.  Please check the settings page to verify that the DC 
Nameplate size is correct.
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Global Statistics:  Status Overview 

As you can see from the image below, the Status Overview table is a close approximation to the “Classic” 
Solar Statistics table... except that the Status Overview table includes the ability to � lter using system tags.

Statistic categories that also appear in Classic Solar Statistics include:
• Peak kW Yesterday / Installed kW
• Actual / Predicted kW
• Latest kWh / Installed kW

Statistic categories that do not appear in Classic Solar Statistics include:
• # Raised Alarms 
• Current Irradiance
• Performance Ratio (Previous 7 Days)
• Last Report (time of last reported data)


